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(c) EconomicDevelopment.

(d) All of the above.
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. part A
Obj#ive Type euestions. Answer all four questions :

l' which of the folrowing may cause disequilibrium in Bop ?

Maximum : 30 Weightage

2. Leontiefs empirical study of Heckscher ohlin theorem is known as :

(a) Leontiefs Paradox. (c) Leontiefs partial equilibrium analysis.
(b) Leontiefs puzzle. (d) Leontiefs apriori generalization.

3. The difference between the value of imported and exported is called :

(c) Balance of payment.

(d) Trade balancing.

4' International economics deals with the economic and financial 

- 

among nations.
(a) Independence. (c) Interdependence. +

. (b) Fihancial exclusivity. (d) All of the above.
:

Fill in the blanks questions. Answer all four questions :

5. Tariffdilfer from euota oT .___---. effect.

6. Law of Comparative Advantage was developed by _. ,

7 ' The situation in which absence of tariff and quota is 

-

8. Leontief Paradox raises doubts about the validity of theorern.

(4xT+=lweightage)

:

(4x% = lweightage)

Turn over

(a) Cyclicalfluctuations.

(b) Population growth.

(a) Balance of trade.

(b) Terms of trade.
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True or False questions. Answer allfour questions

9. Market determined Foreign exchange rate refers to lexi.ble exchange.

10. The SAARC has twelve -"*b"rr.
11. *Balance of Payment always balances? means that for a country international transactions are

always in equilibrium.

12. Adam Smith held thg view that the only sound guarantee for progressive expansion of trade and
' increased prosperity of a nation is restrictive trade.

(4xy+=Lweightage)

Part B (Short Answer Tlpe Questions)

wer all questians. .

lE. Deflne intenlafiop?f lrade.

L4. Quotas.

15. Freetrade.

16. SMRC.

17. Purchasing Power Pariff.

18. Fixed exchange rate.

19. Balance of payment

20. Devaluation and revaluation.

a2L. Terms of trade.

(g x 1= gweighta€le)

Pe{ C (Short Essay t}'.n.* Qrrestions)

Answer any fle questions.

22. Describe the features of intelqal trade aqd international trade.

23. Differentiate flexible q1d fixed exchange rate.

24. Argument against free trade.

25. Explain the theory of Absolute advantage.
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26. Explain the important types of non-tariff barrier'

27. Explain BOP accounts of a.countl:y in book keeping sense.'

28. What do you mean by Leontief Paradox ?

(Sx2=l0weightage)

Part D (EssaY TYPerQuestions)

Answer any two questions.

29-. Explain th9 Ricardian theory of comparative cost.

30. Critically examine the Heckscler Ohlin theo4z.

31. Diffelentiate qOP andBOT Illustrate the measures to corre-ct equilibrium

(2x4;Qweightage)
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